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SUMMARY
Polygenic risk scores (PRSs) have been widely explored in precision medicine. However, few studies have
thoroughly investigated their best practices in global populations across different diseases. We here utilized
data from Global BiobankMeta-analysis Initiative (GBMI) to explore methodological considerations and PRS
performance in 9 different biobanks for 14 disease endpoints. Specifically, we constructed PRSs using prun-
ing and thresholding (P + T) and PRS-continuous shrinkage (CS). For both methods, using a European-based
linkage disequilibrium (LD) reference panel resulted in comparable or higher prediction accuracy compared
with several other non-European-based panels. PRS-CS overall outperformed the classic P + T method,
especially for endpoints with higher SNP-based heritability. Notably, prediction accuracy is heterogeneous
across endpoints, biobanks, and ancestries, especially for asthma, which has known variation in disease
prevalence across populations. Overall, we provide lessons for PRS construction, evaluation, and interpre-
tation using GBMI resources and highlight the importance of best practices for PRS in the biobank-scale
genomics era.
INTRODUCTION

Population- and hospital-based biobanks are increasingly

coupling genomic and electronic health record data at sufficient
C
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
scale to evaluate the potential of personalized medicine.1 The

growth of these paired datasets enables genome-wide associa-

tion studies (GWASs) to estimate increasingly precise genetic ef-

fect sizes of variants that contribute to disease risk. In turn,
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GWAS summary statistics can be used to aggregate the effects

of many genetic markers (usually in the form of single-nucleotide

polymorphisms [SNPs]) to estimate individuals’ genetic pre-

dispositions for complex diseases via polygenic risk scores

(PRSs). As GWAS power has increased, PRS accuracy has

also improved, with PRSs for some traits having comparable ac-

curacies to independent biomarkers already routinely used in

clinical risk models.2 Consequently, several areas of medicine

have already begun investigating the potential for integrating

PRSs alongside other biomarkers and information currently

used in clinical risk models.3–5 However, evidence of clinical util-

ity for PRSs across disease areas is currently limited or inconsis-

tent.2,6–8 Furthermore, many methods have been developed to

compute PRSs, each with different strengths and weak-

nesses.9–11 Thus, guidelines that delineate best practices while

considering a range of real-world healthcare settings and dis-

ease areas are critically needed.

Best practices for PRSs are critical but lacking for a range

of considerations that have been shown to contribute to vari-

ability in accuracy and interpretation. These include guidance

for variable phenotype definitions and precision for both dis-

covery and target populations, which varies with cohort

ascertainment strategy, geography, environmental exposures,

and other common covariates.12–14 Other considerations

include varying genetic architectures, statistical power of

the discovery GWAS, and PRS methods, which vary in which

variants are included and how weights are calculated.9,15

A particularly pernicious issue requiring best practices is

regarding maximizing generalizability of PRS accuracy

among ancestry groups.16,17 Developing best practices

for PRSs therefore requires harmonized genetic data span-

ning diverse phenotypes, participants, and ascertainment

strategies.

To facilitate the development of best practices, we evaluate

several considerations for PRS in Global Biobank Meta-

analysis Initiative (GBMI). GBMI brings together 23 popula-

tion- and hospital-based biobanks developed in countries

spanning different continents (as of April 2022). GBMI aggre-
2 Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023
gates paired genetic and phenotypic data from >2.2 million

individuals across diverse ancestries, including �1.4 million

Europeans (EURs); �18,000 admixed Americans (AMRs);

�12,000 Middle Easterners (MIDs); �31,000 Central and

South Asians (CSAs); �415,000 East Asians (EASs); and

�42,000 Africans (AFRs). Biobanks have collated phenotype

information through different sources including electronic

health records (EHRs), self-report data from epidemiological

survey questionnaires, billing codes, doctors’ narrative notes,

and death registries. A detailed description of each biobank is

found in Zhou et al.18

Here, we outline a framework for PRS analyses of multi-

ancestry GWASs acrossmultiple biobanks, as shown in Figure 1.

The endpoints examined are asthma; chronic obstructive pulmo-

nary disease (COPD); heart failure (HF); stroke; acute appendi-

citis (AcApp); venous thromboembolism (VTE); gout; appendec-

tomy; primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG); uterine cancer

(UtC); abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA); idiopathic pulmonary

fibrosis (IPF); thyroid cancer (ThC); and hypertrophic or obstruc-

tive cardiomyopathy (HCM), for which the phenotype definitions

can be found in Zhou et al.18 Those 14 endpoints represent the

pilot effort of GBMI, which greatly vary in disease prevalence.

It ranges from <1% for AAA, IPF, ThC, and HCM to �6% for

COPD and �9% for asthma. Some endpoints (for example, ap-

pendectomy, which can be extracted from EHR procedure co-

des) have not been broadly studied in previous GWASs. By eval-

uating PRSs across 14 endpoints and 9 biobanks, we review and

explore practical considerations for three steps: genetic archi-

tecture estimation, PRS method optimization and selection,

and evaluation of PRS accuracy. Our framework applies to bio-

bank-scale resources with both homogeneous and diverse

ancestries.

RESULTS

The diverse ancestries included in GBMI accounted for different

proportions ranging from �76.4% for EUR, 0.1% for MID, 1.0%

for AMR, 1.7% for CSA, 18.9% for EAS, and 1.8% for AFR. We
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Figure 1. Overview of the study framework
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explored the genetic architecture of 14 endpoints using

GWAS summary statistics from all ancestries and EUR only

in GBMI.18 We used leave-one-biobank-out meta-analyzed

GWASs in GBMI as our primary discovery datasets for the

following PRS analyses. The ancestry compositions of discovery

GWASs used in this study can be found in Table S1.

Genetic architecture of 14 endpoints in GBMI
We first estimated the genetic architecture of 14 endpoints

based on HapMap3 SNPs (STAR Methods). Different prediction

methods vary in which SNPs are selected and which effect

sizes are assigned to them. Thus, understanding the genetic

architecture of complex traits along with sample size and

ancestry composition of the discovery GWAS is critical

for choosing optimal prediction methods. For example, the

SNP-based heritability (h2SNP) bounds PRS accuracy. We used

SBayesS19 to estimate h2SNP, polygenicity (the proportion of

SNPs with nonzero effects), and the relationship between minor

allele frequency (MAF) and SNP effects (i.e., a metric of nega-

tive selection, hereafter denoted as S) for the 14 endpoints.

In addition to presenting results using EUR only GWAS sum-

mary statistics (EUR GWAS), we also reported estimates using

meta-analysis from all ancestries on 18 biobanks (multi-

ancestry GWAS). Using the attenuation ratio statistic estimated

from linkage disequilibrium score regression (LDSC),20 we

found that the LD of multi-ancestry GWASs in GBMI can be

reasonably approximated using the EUR-based LD reference

panel (STAR Methods).
We observed that the estimates were overall higher using

multi-ancestry GWASs compared with EUR GWASs (Figure 2).

The SBayesS model failed to converge for HCM, likely because

its estimated h2SNP was found to be not significantly different

from 0 using LDSC. This could be ascribed to its known predis-

posing monogenic mutations, low disease prevalence, and het-

erogeneous subtypes.18 Therefore, this endpoint was dropped

from downstream analyses. Overall, the median estimates of

polygenicity across 13 endpoints were 0.34% for multi-

ancestry GWASs and 0.14% for EUR GWASs (p = 0.002, paired

Wilcoxon signed-rank test), respectively. The corresponding

median estimates for h2SNP were 0.051 for multi-ancestry

GWASs and 0.043 for EUR GWASs (p = 0.002, paired Wilcoxon

signed-rank test), respectively. The largest difference of 0.06

was found in gout. This could be due to higher h2SNP estimated

in non-EUR GWASs. For example, the estimates for h2SNP using

EUR and EAS GWASs was 0.051 (SE = 0.0027) and 0.088

(SE = 0.005), respectively. Moreover, we have also found that

the estimated effect sizes of two gout-associated loci (close

to genes ALDH16A1 and SLC2A9) were different across ances-

tries.18 Specifically, we observed that a few top gout-associ-

ated variants showed much higher allele frequencies in EAS

compared with EUR, thus resulting in larger variance explained

(Figure S1).

Polygenicity and h2SNP estimates varied greatly among different

endpoints. Specifically, the h2SNP estimates were highest for

asthma (h2SNP = 0.085, SE = 0.0011) and gout (h2SNP = 0.111,

SE = 0.0024) using multi-ancestry GWASs, while asthma was
Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023 3
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Figure 2. Genetic architecture of endpoints in GBMI

We reported the estimates from using meta-analyzed GWASs from all ancestries (All ancestries) and European only (EUR), respectively. The error bars are

standard deviations (SD). Phenotypes are ranked based on SNP-based heritability on the liability scale estimates using all ancestries. The vertical dashed lines in

each panel indicate the corresponding median estimates across 13 endpoints. The results for hypertrophic or obstructive cardiomyopathy are not presented.

COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; HF, heart failure; AcApp, acute appendicitis; VTE, venous thromboembolism; POAG, primary open-angle

glaucoma; UtC, uterine cancer; AAA, abdominal aortic aneurysm; IPF, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; ThC, thyroid cancer.
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found to be much more polygenic than gout. We caution that the

numeric interpretation of polygenicity depends on various fac-

tors and cannot be interpreted as the number of causal variants.

For example, larger and more powerful GWASs tend to discover

more trait-associated variants and thus appear to have higher

polygenicity. Becausewe used the same set of SNPs in SBayesS

analyses for all endpoints, we hence used the results as a relative

measurement of the degree of polygenicity. We observed

that the estimate of polygenicity for UtC using multi-ancestry

GWASs was not statistically different from 0 (Wald test,

p > 0.05/13) due to limited power observed as relatively low

h2SNP. Overall, COPD and asthma were estimated to be the

most polygenic traits, followed by HF and stroke, whereas

AcApp, UtC, and ThC were the least polygenic. Lastly, we

observed signals of negative selection for traits including asthma

(S = �0.56, SE = 0.05), COPD (S = �0.40, SE = 0.11), and POAG

(S = �0.50, SE = 0.15) when using EUR GWASs, consistent with

empirical findings of negative selection explaining extreme poly-

genicity of complex traits.21

In summary, we observed largely varied key parameters of ge-

netic architecture among 13 endpoints using multi-ancestry and

EUR GWASs. We found that asthma and COPD had the highest

h2SNP as well as polygenicity. We excluded HCM in our subse-

quent prediction analyses due to lower evidence of polygenicity

and its nonsignificant h2SNP.
4 Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023
Optimal prediction performance using heuristic
methods depends on phenotype-specific genetic
architecture
We first evaluated the pruning and thresholding (P + T) method

(p value thresholds ranged from 5 3 10�8 to 1) using the EUR-

based LD reference panel for all 13 endpoints in the UK Biobank

(UKBB)22 and Biobank Japan (BBJ),23 respectively, given its

widespread use and relative simplicity. We further explored

how different factors impact the prediction performance of P +

T in diverse ancestry groups, including LD parameters (window

sizes and r2 thresholds), LD reference panels (ancestry compo-

sition, sample size, and SNP density), and per-variant effective

sample size (Neff) and MAF (STAR Methods).

First of all, we selected the optimal p value threshold (the

p value threshold with the highest prediction accuracy, as

measured by R2 on the liability scale, R2
liability , if not specified) in

the tuning cohorts and evaluated the accuracies in the test co-

horts. Specifically, we found that for UKBB with diverse ances-

tries, using ancestry-specific tuning cohorts provided better pre-

diction performance compared with using EUR-based tuning

cohorts (Figure S2). We found that the optimal p value threshold

differed considerably between various endpoints (Figure S3;

Table S2). This pattern is found to be related to polygenicity

of studied endpoints, but it is also due to a combination of

factors such as GWAS discovery cohort sample size, disease
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prevalence, trait-specific genetic architecture, and genetic and

environmental differences between discovery and target ances-

tries.24 For example, when the optimal p value was determined in

the UKBB-EUR subset, the less polygenic traits of ThC (106 var-

iants) and AcApp (17 variants) showed the highest accuracy at

p value thresholds of 53 10�5 and 53 10�7, respectively, while

the more polygenic traits of stroke (115,609 variants), HF

(115,741 variants), asthma (7,858 variants), and COPD (29,751

variants) achieved the highest accuracy when including SNPs

with p values less than 1, 1, 0.01, and 0.1, respectively. To inves-

tigate whether ancestries affect the optimal p value threshold,

we replicated our analysis in the BBJ (Figure S3). In the BBJ, p

value thresholds of 5 3 10�5, 0.01, and 5 3 10�5 presented

the best performance for gout, stroke, and HF, respectively.

Consistent with previous studies, these results suggest that

optimal prediction parameters (here, p value threshold specif-

ically) for P + T appear to be dependent on the ancestry of the

target data among other factors.25,26 Further, we found that for

more polygenic traits including asthma, COPD, stroke, and HF,

prediction was more accurate with more variants in the PRS

(i.e., a less significant threshold) than using the genome-wide

significance threshold (p < 53 10�8). On the contrary, less poly-

genic traits showed no or modest improvement with less strin-

gent p value thresholds, especially for traits such as gout, which

has trait-associated SNPs with large effects. However, these

trends were less obvious in the BBJ, which might be attributed

to the small proportion of EAS included in the discovery

GWAS. One caveat we noted was that fixed LD parameters of

P + T were used; thus, the results might be impacted by addi-

tional optimization of other parameters, which we will further

explore below.

We found that further optimizing LD parameters, including

window size and r2 thresholds, of P + T did not contribute to sig-

nificant improvement of accuracy across endpoints. Specifically,

we observed that the median accuracies with versus without LD

parameter optimization were 0.018 and 0.015, respectively (Fig-

ure S4). However, there was slight but statistically significant ac-

curacy improvement in EUR for asthma (�0.006). This might be

due to more stratified signals being tagged, which results in

noise reduction of the predictor. Compared with using fixed LD

parameters, we found similar relationships between polygenicity

and optimal p value thresholds when optimizing LD parameters

in the UKBB. Specifically, the optimal p value thresholds were

overall less stringent for more polygenic traits andmore stringent

for less polygenic traits. For example, the accuracy using LD

parameter optimization in the UKBB-EUR was highest with the

p value thresholds of 0.5, 1, 0.1, and 0.2 for the highly polygenic

traits of stroke, HF, asthma, and COPD, respectively. In contrast,

the optimal p value thresholds of 5 3 10�5 and 5 3 10�7 were

observed for less polygenic traits of ThC and AcApp, respec-

tively. To balance the computational burden and signal-to-noise

ratio, we used an LDwindow size of 250 Kb and an LD r2 of 0.1 as

before. We repeated our analyses using genome-wide common

SNPs and compared the prediction accuracy with that using

HapMap3 SNPs only (Figure S4; Table S2). There were no signif-

icant improvements in prediction accuracies using a denser SNP

set, which suggests that the HapMap3 SNP set represents

genome-wide common SNPswell. Specifically, we found the ac-
curacies in EUR for the most polygenic traits, asthma (�0.006),

COPD (�0.005), and HF (�0.004), to be slightly improved using

HapMap3 SNPs. Moreover, we found that the sample sizes of

the LD reference panel had little impact on P + T performance

(Figure S5), but the parameters described above including LD

window sizes and LD r2 thresholds had a larger impact on accu-

racy. We also showed that using EUR samples from the 1000

Genome Project27 (1KG-EUR) as the LD reference panel per-

formed well compared with using other ancestral populations

with similar sample sizes in the 1KG dataset, which could be ex-

plained by the overrepresentation of EUR participants (�76.4%)

in GBMI (Figure S6; Table S2). Similar to previous findings, we

found that even in the leave-UKBB-out GWAS with the lowest

EUR proportion (Table S1), its LD information can be well

approximated using the EUR reference panel, which was re-

flected by the values of attenuation ratio not statistically larger

than 0.2 and not statistically different from EUR GWASs in

GBMI. We therefore used 1KG-EUR as the LD reference panel

for all subsequent P + T analyses, but the choice of an external

LD reference panel for multi-ancestry GWASs needs further

exploration, especially when the discovery GWAS becomes

more diverse.

Finally, we investigated the impact of per-variant effective

sample size heterogeneity. Since GBMI consists of a number of

biobanks with diverse ancestries, the number of samples used

for meta-analysis was notably heterogeneous among the vari-

ants; the majority of the variants in the GWAS meta-analysis

had only a limited number ofNeff (Figure 3A). Therefore, although

sample size heterogeneity is not usually considered for PRSs, it

may confound the PRS prediction accuracy in the case of global

biobank collaborations. By filtering the variants according to Neff

per variant (i.e., Neff larger than 50% or 80% thresholds of the

maximum Neff of the trait of interest; STAR Methods), we

observed that theR2
liability increased substantially for less stringent

thresholds (p>5310�5) in theUKBB (FigureS7A). Asa represen-

tative example, the largest R2
liability (0.034) was obtained for

asthma when the p value threshold was 5 3 10�3, whereas the

R2
liability was 6.63 10�3 at the threshold without Neff filtering (Fig-

ure 3B; Table S3). Next, we investigated whether Neff filtering

could be substituted by other filtering criteria. Although excluding

variants with MAFs less than 0.1 partially compensated for PRS

transferability, the improvement of Neff filtering in R2
liability was still

observed (Figure S7B). Heterogeneity in Neffmight be confound-

ing especially in multi-ancestry meta-analyses because it can be

distorted by heterogeneous allele frequencies and imputation

quality spectra among ancestries. Indeed, as rarer variants

tend to be more ancestry specific, variants with low Neff tend to

be unique to specific ancestries (Figure 3C). Of note, the depen-

dency of R2
liability on the Neff was, however, largely rectified for

most of the traits by using only HapMap3 SNPs (Figure S7C).

Given that the R2
liability for HapMap3 SNPs was comparable to

that for genome-wide SNPs (Figure S4), restricting to HapMap3

SNPsmight be suitable for meta-analysis of diverse populations.

On the other hand, HapMap3 SNPs generally have good

imputation quality, although a recent study shows that relaxing

imputation INFO score from 0.9 to 0.3 has negligible impacts

on prediction accuracy.9 Our findings in the BBJ mirror those in

the UKBB (Figures S7D–S7F).
Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023 5
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Figure 3. Sample size heterogeneity affects PRS prediction accuracy for P + T

(A) The distribution of effective sample sizes (Neff).

(B) Predictive performance of P + T for EUR in the UK Biobank.

(C) The ratio of Neff of EUR compared with Neff of all samples. Asthma is shown as a representative result. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals

(CIs). Full results are shown in Figure S7 and Table S3.
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Overall, we found the prediction performance of P + T to be

affected by a combination of factors, with p value thresholds

showing larger effects compared with other parameters,

such as LD window sizes, LD r2 thresholds, and variant filtering

by Neff or MAF. Moreover, the optimal p value threshold

varied substantially between different endpoints in GBMI. We

also demonstrated that restricted use of HapMap3 SNPs

showed comparable or better prediction accuracy relative

to using genome-wide common SNPs for P + T, particularly

for GWASs from diverse cohorts as in GBMI, with genetic var-

iants showing considerable heterogeneity in effective sample

sizes.

Bayesian approaches for calculating PRSs improve
accuracy
We also evaluated fully genome-wide PRSs by first fine-tuning

the parameters in PRS-continuous shrinkage (CS). We ran

PRS-CS using both the grid model and automated optimization

model (referred to as automodel), the former of which specifies a

global shrinkage parameter (phi, in which smaller values indicate

less polygenic architecture, and vice versa for larger values), with

1KG-EUR as the LD reference panel. We note that the optimized

phi parameter with highest prediction accuracy in the grid model

differed among traits (Figure S8). Specifically, we found that for

more polygenic traits (as estimated using SBayesS) including

asthma, COPD, and stroke (Figure 2), the optimal phi parameter

was 13 10�3 in EUR (Figure S8). There was no significant differ-

ence between prediction accuracy using the optimal grid model

versus the auto model (Figure S8), which suggests that PRS-CS

can learn the phi parameter from discovery GWASs well when its

sample size is considerably large. Therefore, we hereafter used

the auto model because of its computational efficiency. Across

target ancestral populations in the UKBB, PRSs from EUR-

based LD reference panels showed significantly higher or com-
6 Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023
parable prediction accuracies compared with PRSs using other

ancestry-based LD reference panels (Figure S9A). Note that we

also compared the prediction accuracy of LD reference panels

derived from UKBB-EUR, which has a much larger sample

size, against 1KG-EUR and found no significant difference (Fig-

ure S9B). These results suggest that it is reasonable to use a

EUR-based LD reference in GBMI and that PRS-CS is not sensi-

tive to the sample size of the LD reference, which are consistent

with previous findings.28,29

We then compared the optimal prediction accuracy of P + T

versus the PRS-CS auto model in the UKBB and BBJ and found

that PRS-CS showed overall better prediction performance for

traits with higher h2SNP but no or slight improvements for traits

with lower h2SNP (Figure 4). Specifically, the highest significant

improvement of PRS-CS relative to that of P + T in EUR was

observed for HF (60.9%), followed byCOPD (53.2%) and asthma

(48.8%). Substantial increments were observed for HF (105.2%),

COPD (102.5%), and asthma (60.9%) in EAS. 45.8% and 48.1%

improvements were shown for asthma in CSA and AFR, respec-

tively. P + T saw better prediction performance over PRS-CS for

a few trait-ancestry comparisons; however, such improvement

was not statistically significant. Compared with P + T, which re-

quires tuning p value thresholds and is affected by variant-level

quality controls such as Neff, there is no need to tune prediction

parameters using the PRS-CS auto model, thus reducing the

computational burden.

Overall, after examining 13 disease endpoints, these results

favor the use of PRS-CS for developing PRS from multi-

ancestry GWAS of primarily EUR samples, which is also

consistent with previous findings that Bayesian methods gener-

ally show better prediction accuracy over P + T across a range

of different traits.9,28 The practical considerations about the two

models, PRS-CS and P + T, used in this study are shown in

Table S4.
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PRS accuracy is heterogeneous across ancestries and
biobanks
For each of the participating biobanks, we used leave-one-

biobank-out meta-analysis as the discovery GWAS to estimate

the prediction performance of PRSs in that specific biobank.

The disease prevalence and effective sample size of each bio-

bank is shown in Figure S10. Generally, the PRS prediction

accuracy of different traits increased with larger h2SNP (Fig-

ure S11;Table S5). For example, the average R2
liability across bio-

banks (hereafter denoted as R2
liability ; STAR Methods) in EUR

ranged from <1% for AcApp, appendectomy, stroke, UtC,

and IP, 1% for HF, and �2.2% for COPD and ThC to 3.8%

for gout and 4.6% for asthma. Notably, accuracy was some-

times heterogeneous across biobanks within the same ancestry

for some traits. Specifically, the R2
liability for asthma in Estonian

Biobank (ESTBB)30 and BioVU31 was significantly lower than

R2
liability , which might be attributable to between-biobank differ-

ences such as recruitment strategy, phenotyping, disease

prevalence, and environmental factors. The prediction accu-

racy was generally lower in non-EUR ancestries compared

with EUR ancestries, especially in AFR ancestry, which is

mostly consistent with previous findings32–34 with a few excep-

tions. For example, we observed comparable prediction

accuracy for gout in EAS relative to that in EUR, which could

be reflected by large effective sample sizes and some gout-

associated SNPs with large effects exhibiting higher allele fre-

quencies in EAS (Figure S1). For example, the MAFs of the

top gout-associated SNP rs4148157 were 0.073 in 1KG-EUR

and 0.25 in 1KG-EAS, respectively, and the phenotypic vari-

ance explained by that SNP in EAS (8.3%) was more than twice

as high as that in EUR (3.0%). The accuracy of PRSs to predict

asthma risks in AMR was found to be significantly higher than

that in EUR, which could be due to the small sample size in

AMR (Table S5). Thus, further validation is needed in larger

AMR population cohorts.
The ability of PRSs to stratify individuals with higher disease

risks was also found to be heterogeneous across biobanks and

ancestries, as shown in Figure 5 and Table S6. We showed that

the PRS distribution across different biobanks slightly varied.

Specifically, we calculated the absolute difference of median

PRSs in each decile for each endpoint between biobanks for

cases and controls, separately, and found that the largest ab-

solute differences were 0.06 and 0.21 for stroke controls and

stroke cases, respectively (Figure S12). This justifies the com-

parison of odds ratios (ORs) in terms of relative risks. The

ORs between the top 10% and bottom 10% were more hetero-

geneous between biobanks and also higher relative to other

comparisons (e.g., top 10% vs. middle and other strata). This

is consistent with previous studies where OR reported between

tails of the PRS distribution is generally inflated relative to those

between top-ranked PRSs and general populations.11 We

measured the variation of ORs between biobanks using the

coefficient of variation of OR (CoeffVarOR; STAR Methods).

The largest CoeffVarOR in EUR was observed for ThC (0.46)

between the top 10% and bottom 10% compared with 0.27

and 0.23 for the top 10% vs. middle and other, respectively.

We recapitulated the findings using R2
liability that ORs were over-

all higher for traits with higher h2SNP and also higher in EUR than

non-EUR ancestries, which is expected as the two accuracy

metrics are interrelated. For example, the averaged ORs across

biobanks weighted by the inverse variance in EUR (STAR

Methods) for gout were 4.6, 2.4, and 2.2 for the top 10% vs.

bottom 10%, middle, and other strata, separately. The corre-

sponding estimates in EUR for stroke were 1.6, 1.3, and 1.3,

respectively. Across ancestries, the average OR of asthma be-

tween the top 10% and bottom 10% ranged from 4.1 in EUR to

2.4 in AFR.

Overall, the predictive performance of PRSs measured by

R2
liability and OR was found to be heterogeneous across ances-

tries. This heterogeneity was also presented across biobanks
Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023 7
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for traits such as asthma, which is considered a syndrome

comprising heterogeneous diseases.35

GBMI facilitates improved PRS accuracy compared with
previous studies
GBMI resources might be expected to improve prediction accu-

racy due to large sample sizes and the inclusion of diverse an-

cestries. To explore this, we compared the prediction accuracy
8 Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023
achieved by GBMI versus previously published GWASs using

the same pipeline to run PRS-CS. As shown in Figure 6, the ac-

curacy improvements were most obvious for traits with larger

h2SNP, but there was no or slight improvement for traits with lower

h2SNP. Specifically, we calculated the absolute improvement of

GBMI relative to that using previously published GWASs and

found that on average across biobanks, the largest improve-

ments of R2
liability in EUR were 0.033 for asthma, 0.031 for gout,
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0.019 for ThC, and 0.017 for COPD (Figure S13), while the corre-

sponding improvements of the area under the receiver operating

characteristic curve (AUC) were 0.051, 0.078, 0.078, and 0.041,

respectively. Substantial improvements were also observed for

gout in EAS (R2
liability: 0.037, AUC: 0.090); for asthma in CSA

(R2
liability : 0.026, AUC: 0.060), EAS (R2

liability: 0.017, AUC: 0.047),

and AFR (R2
liability : 0.009, AUC: 0.034); and for ThC in EAS

(R2
liability : 0.014, AUC: 0.080) and AFR (R2

liability : 0.016, AUC:

0.108). However, PRS accuracy was overall higher for published

GWASs relative to the current GBMI for POAG in EUR and AFR

and COPD in the specific case of LifeLines36 (Table S5). We

referred to the datasets included in the public GWASs of

POAG and found that individuals from diverse datasets of EUR

and AFR populations were also part of the discovery dataset,

thus we cannot rule out the possibility of sample overlapping

or relatedness between the discovery and target datasets for

these populations (Table S7). Also, the phenotypes of POAG

across different biobanks are likely more heterogeneous in

GBMI than targeted case-control studies.18,37 Themeta-analysis

of GBMI with International Glaucoma Genetics Consortium

(IGGC) did not lead to substantially improved prediction perfor-

mance.37 Another concern might be the disproportional case/

control ratio of POAG in GBMI (�27,000 cases and �1.4 M con-

trols), thus POAG-related phenotypes with shared genetics in

the controls or possible uncontrolled ancestry differences be-

tween cases and controls might confound the GBMI GWASs.
A very high heterogeneity for phenotype definitions is also found

for COPD. However, this does not explain why one biobank

alone presents this pattern; a specific environmental or popula-

tion effect not considered in the broad analysis might affect this

particular observation.

To boost statistical power, we can meta-analyze GBMI

GWASs with other nonoverlapping cohorts as shown in other

GBMI working groups.37–39 However, we should note that

more heterogeneity might be introduced from different re-

sources such as population structure and phenotype definitions,

which we cannot control with summary statistics data and that

could exacerbate the heterogeneous performance of PRSs

across target populations. On the other hand, GBMI is open to

more cohorts and has been continuously working on integrating

more datasets.

DISCUSSION

The GBMI resource is notable in its collection of phenotypes

studied and its range of participating cohorts from multiple

ancestry groups; it has therefore offered a unique opportunity

to comprehensively evaluate and develop guidelines regarding

the effects of multi-ancestry and heterogeneous GWAS

discovery data, polygenicity, and PRS methods on prediction

performance in diverse target cohorts. Indeed, we found overall

across a range of phenotypes and ancestries that using the
Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023 9
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large-scale meta-analysis from GBMI significantly improved

PRS accuracy compared with previous studies with smaller

sample sizes and less diverse cohorts. While some previous

studies have benchmarked PRS methods and accuracies,

most have been based on relatively homogeneous GWAS dis-

covery cohorts or evaluated for specific phenotypes.3,9,26,40

Even when assessing the portability of PRSs across ancestries,

most evaluations have included ancestrally diverse target co-

horts but still relatively homogeneous discovery cohorts.12,13,41

Thus, based on the results of our analyses using GBMI, we

have provided additional lessons and guidelines for developing

PRSs with multi-ancestry discovery data for different endpoints

(Figure S14). We have organized these best practices according

to (1) characteristics of the discovery GWAS, (2) PRS model

fitting, and (3) the target cohort.

First, GWAS discovery cohorts provide the prerequisite inputs

for PRS calculations and interpretations, namely how pheno-

types are ascertained and in which populations, which SNPs to

include, and which effect sizes will be used. We recommend

that standard quality controls should be performed with more

caution when considering multi-ancestry discovery GWASs.

Specifically, we suggest filtering variants based on per-variant

Neff and MAF as they might show considerable heterogeneity

across datasets and ancestries. When we filtered out variants

with extremely small Neff in our P + T analyses, and in particular

when using HapMap3 SNPs, PRS prediction performance

improved. The allele frequencies of variants in GBMI GWASs

were compared with those in Genome Aggregation Databases

(gnomAD) using Mahalanobis distance and flagged if they were

three standard deviations away from the mean.18 We recom-

mend computing such statistics and filtering with this informa-

tion or, if infeasible, restricting to using only HapMap3 variants.

Given the significant improvements in PRS accuracy with

GBMI discovery GWASs over previous studies with smaller sam-

ple sizes and less diversity, we recommend using the largest and

most diverse GWAS discovery cohort available when construct-

ing PRSs, even if it matches the ancestry composition of the

target cohort slightly less well than a smaller GWAS. Overall,

we showed here that traits with higher h2SNP, such as asthma

and gout, showed greater improvement with theGBMI discovery

data compared with those with lower h2SNP, such as AcApp. This

indicates that PRS performance will continually benefit from

larger sample sizes and more diverse populations. However,

further research is needed to understand more concretely how

the composition of under-represented populations, including

specific ancestries and varying sample sizes, can be modeled

alongside current Eurocentric GWASs to best facilitate PRS ac-

curacy and generalizability.

Second, when fitting PRS models, important choices include

which PRS methods to use, how to fine-tune hyper-parameters,

and which LD reference panels to use. So far, PRS models that

use GWAS summary statistics have been favored over those

that use individual-level data due to their computational effi-

ciency and data access restrictions. These models have been

comprehensively reviewed recently.10,42 We here explored the

prediction performance of two widely used summary-level

based PRS methods, P + T and PRS-CS. We paired the results

of these methods with prior knowledge of trait-specific genetic
10 Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023
architecture estimates from SBayesS. The best predictor for

P + T is often obtained by fine-tuning the p value thresholds in

a validation dataset, while other LD-related parameters, such

as r2 and window size, are usually arbitrarily specified. Here,

we found that the prediction accuracy of P + T was much less

sensitive to different LD-related parameters compared with

various p value thresholds. Moreover, the optimal p value

threshold varied across phenotypes, likely because of trait-spe-

cific genetic architecture, especially the degree of polygenicity.

However, differences in discovery GWASs and target datasets

such as sample sizes, phenotype definition, disease population

prevalence, and population characteristics could also contribute

to this variation. When analyzing PRS-CS results, we validated a

previous finding that the auto model, which does not require

post-hoc tuning of the phi parameter, showed similar prediction

performance relative to the more computationally intensive grid

model, which requires determining the optimal phi parameter

in an independent tuning cohort.28

We also recommend using prior knowledge and empirical

measurements of the genetic architecture of studied phenotypes

to choose specific types of PRS models. Trait-specific architec-

ture affected both the choice of method and optimal hyper-

parameters. For example, extremely polygenic traits are more

suitable for an infinitesimal model or Bayesian models that are

adaptive to the trait genetic architecture. The specific model hy-

per-parameters are also affected by trait genetic architecture.

For example, the optimal p value threshold of P + T might be

more stringent for less polygenic traits but less stringent for

highly polygenic traits.

Another decision point in fitting PRS models is regarding

which LD reference panel to use whenmulti-ancestry GWAS dis-

covery and target populations are available. An in-sample LD

reference panel that spans the full discovery cohort is optimal

but rarely available. Here, we have shown that EUR-based LD

reference panels can reasonably approximate the LD of GBMI

multi-ancestry GWASs. However, choosing LD reference panels

that mirror the ancestry composition of the discovery GWAS

when in-sample LD reference panels are not available is ideal.

For convenience, if one ancestry is dominant in the multi-

ancestry GWAS, we suggest using that ancestry-matched refer-

ence panel. The attenuation ratio statistic estimated from LDSC

can further be used as a measure to quantify the degree of

LD mismatch between discovery GWASs and LD reference

panels.29When ancestry proportions are relatively evenly distrib-

uted, using LD reference panels with ancestry proportions that

match the discovery GWAS could provide better prediction per-

formance, especially for less polygenic traits with large effect

variants, such as lipid traits.43 We also found that prediction per-

formance can be improvedwhen using ancestry-matched tuning

cohorts for PRS construction to fine-tune hyper-parameters and

avoid overfitting, while other studies have also explored options,

such as pseudo-validation, when no additional tuning cohort is

available.44,45

Third, the practical considerations for target populations

involved in PRS analyses are quite consistent between using ho-

mogeneous GWASs and multi-ancestry GWASs. In this study,

we used biobanks with various ancestry compositions and

recruitment strategies as the target cohorts.18 For example,
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BBJ, BioVU, and MGI46 are hospital-based biobanks, whereas

others are population based or have mixed enrollment strate-

gies, which can impact phenotype precision or ascertainment

bias and therefore heritability. UKBB, MGI, and BioVU have

diverse ancestries, while others primarily consist of one ancestry

(either EUR or EAS participants). The performance of PRSs in

different target populations can also be affected by the ancestry

proportions in the discovery GWAS and precision of phenotype

definition aside from biobank-specific factors (e.g., environ-

mental factors), which warrants further exploration. We therefore

recommend considering those factors and reporting PRS distri-

bution statistics (e.g., median PRS) and accuracy metrics when

benchmarking the prediction performance between different

PRS predictors. More reporting standards about PRS models

have been well documented in the PGS Catalog.40

Related to the target cohorts, we also found that the prediction

performance showed great heterogeneity across biobanks and

ancestries. Because PRSs are only intended to capture genetic

factors, other considerations such as environmental exposures

and demographic history may impact the predictive power of

PRSs within and across ancestries, with recommendations for

how to model these alongside PRS an open question for future

research and methods development. For example, we found

that R2
liability in the Ontario Health Study (OHS)47 was overall

higher than in other biobanks, which may be attributed to the

more complex relatedness structure in this founder population.

Notably, the phenotype definitions, recruitment strategy, and

disease prevalence also vary to different extents across the bio-

banks studied here.

The GBMI resource constitutes remarkable progress in ex-

panding the number of endpoints and ancestry groups studied,

laying the groundwork for several future directions for explora-

tion. For example, PRS methods that model GWAS summary

statistics alongside LD information from multiple ancestries

have shown promising accuracy improvements for some

traits.16,48 But statistical methods are insufficient for equitable

accuracy without simultaneous progress in generating large-

scale diverse data, as early investigation into one of these

methods has yielded marginal improvement in both EUR and

non-EUR ancestries for asthma in GBMI.49 In addition to multi-

ancestry GWASs, sex-stratified GWASs in GBMI also provide

opportunities to explore the role of sex-specific effects as well

as impacts from the sample size ratio of males/females on pre-

diction performance of PRSs across biobanks. Beyond genetic

effects, biobank-specific risk factors and environmental expo-

sures provide further opportunities to better understand the het-

erogeneity in PRS accuracy that we have identified across bio-

banks and ancestries.50,51 This will be extremely important as

previous work has shown that prediction performance differ-

ences between target cohorts are not likely to be reduced using

various PRS construction methods.9 Finally, extending these

collaboration efforts to more biobanks in the future, particularly

those including recently admixed populations, will bring more

resolution into those effects that are biobank and ancestry spe-

cific. Studies in recently admixed populations show that GWAS

power can be improved by utilizing local ancestry-specific SNP

effect estimates and thus have the potential to benefit genetic

prediction accuracy and generalizability, particularly for less
polygenic traits.52–54 Altogether, these initiatives hold great

promise for improving transferability of PRSs across biobanks

and ancestries by harnessing the phenotypic richness and diver-

sity present in different biobanks.

Limitations of the study
Wenote a few limitations in our study,which also serve as a future

direction. First, we chose 1KG-EUR as the LD reference panel

becausedata security practices often preclude the use of individ-

ual-level GWAS data across analytical teams. Although we have

shown that the EUR-based LD reference panels can reasonably

approximate the LD of GBMI GWASs, it still could affect SNP ef-

fect size estimates and thus prediction performance. Further ef-

forts are required to provide more appropriate LD reference

panels. For example, utilizing the large-scale UKBB with individ-

ual-level genotypes to construct a panel with matched ancestry

proportions to the discovery GWAS has been used in a recent

study.43 Also, sharing LD matrices from participating biobanks

without accessing individual-level datawould be another alterna-

tive to construct an in-sample LDmatrix. On the other hand, indi-

vidual-level-based PRS methods across large-scale biobanks

without relying on LD reference panels are also promising.

Such methods could potentially benefit from secure large-scale

GWASs across multiple datasets. For example, homomorphic

encryption has been used to establish a privacy-preserving

framework to performGWASs and decrypt the results for sharing

through a project coordinator.55 Second, we have focused on

common SNPs, specifically HapMap3 SNPs for PRS-CS. As a

result, information from rarer variants missing in the LD reference

panel was not captured in other non-EUR ancestries, which may

explain a small fraction of the loss of accuracy across popula-

tions. Third, although a harmonized analysis framework was

developed for GBMI, there remains a multitude of factors that

maycontribute toheterogeneousaccuracyacrossbothbiobanks

and ancestries. These include, but are not limited to, phenotype

precision, cohort-level disease prevalence, and environmental

factors. Fourth, we evaluated PRS predictive performance using

multi-ancestry GWASs, but comparisons with single-ancestry

GWASs at sufficient scale would enable us to better understand

the specific contributions of ancestry diversity and increase

sample size, especially for under-represented ancestries. Last,

we are not benchmarking against all currently available PRS

methods and caution that there is no one-size-fits-all method.

Instead, choice of method should depend on various factors,

especially trait-specific genetic architecture as we have shown.

The disease endpoints in the present study are selected as

GBMI pilot efforts considering their varying prevalence and

smaller efforts by previousGWASconsortia comparedwith other

exemplar endpoints commonly studied. We have shown their

distinct genetic architecture and recommended general practice

accounting for this in the context of multi-ancestry GWASs.
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Data and code availability
The all-biobank and ancestry-specific GWAS summary statistics are publicly available for downloading at https://www.

globalbiobankmeta.org/resources and browsed at the PheWeb Browser http://results.globalbiobankmeta.org/. The PRS weights

re-estimated using PRC-CS-auto for multi-ancestry GWAS including all biobanks and leave-UKBB-out multi-ancestry GWAS

have been uploaded to PGS Catalog (https://www.pgscatalog.org/) under the study ID PGP000262. 1000 Genome Phase 3 data

can be accessed at NCBI FTP site: ftp://ftp-trace.ncbi.nih.gov/1000genomes/ftp.We usedUKB data via application 31063. The soft-

ware used in this study can be found at: Plink (https://www.cog-genomics.org/plink/), PRS-CS (https://github.com/getian107/

PRScs), and SBayesS/GCTB (https://cnsgenomics.com/software/gctb/). The codes used in this study have been deposited to Zen-

odo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7321467. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is

available from the lead contact upon request.

METHOD DETAILS

Datasets and quality control
Discovery datasets: For each of 14 endpoints, we usedGWAS summary statistics frombothGBMI and public datasets with summary

statistics available in GWASCatalog if applicable (Table S1 and Table S7) as the discovery dataset. We filtered out SNPs with ambig-

uous variants, tri- andmulti-allelic variants and low imputation quality (imputation INFO score <0.3). For theGBMI discovery datasets,

leave-one-biobank-out meta-analysis using the inverse-variance weighted meta-analysis strategy was applied.18

Target datasets: We used 9 biobanks, i.e., BioBank Japan (BBJ),23 BioVU,31 Lifelines,36 UK Biobank (UKBB),22 Ontario Health

Study (OHS),47 Estonian Biobank (ESTBB),30 FinnGen, Michigan Genomics Initiative (MGI)46 and Trøndelag Health Study

(HUNT),57 as the target datasets, which were independent from the datasets included in the discovery GWAS. Brief descriptions

about these biobanks can be found in Zhou et al.18 We removed individuals with genetic relatedness larger than 0.05 and applied

the same filters as the discovery GWAS for SNPs. In addition, only common SNPs with MAF >1% were retained.

Genetic architecture of 14 endpoints in GBMI
SBayesS is a summary-level based method utilizing a Bayesian mixed linear model, which can report key parameters describing the

genetic architecture of complex traits.19 It only requires GWAS summary statistics and LD correlation matrix estimated from a refer-

ence panel. We ran SBayesS using the GWAS summary statistics from all 14 endpoints in GBMI, including meta-analyses on all
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ancestries and on EUR only in 19 biobanks.18 We evaluated the SNP-based heritability (h2SNP), polygenicity (proportion of SNPs with

nonzero effects) and the relationship between allele frequency and SNP effects (S). We used the shrunk LD matrix (i.e., an LD matrix

ignoring small LD correlations due to sampling variance) on HapMap3 SNPs provided by GCTB software. The LD matrix was con-

structed based on 50K European individuals from UKBB. Note that we observed inflated SNP-based heritability estimates using

effective sample size for each SNP and hence used the total GWAS sample size instead. We used other default settings in the soft-

ware. We calculated the p value of each parameter using Wald test to evaluate whether it was significantly different from 0. The h2SNP
was further transformed into liability-scale with disease prevalence approximated as the case proportions in the GWAS summary

statistics.58

PRS construction
P + T: P + T is used to clump quasi-independent trait-associated loci within an LD window size using a specific LD r2 threshold. We

first ran P + T in the UKBB and BBJ using an LD r2 threshold of 0.1 and an LDwindow (LDwin) of 250Kb. We performed the analysis on

both HapMap3 SNPs and genome-wide SNPs. We constructed PRS using –score implemented in Plink v1.956 using 13 different

p value thresholds (5 3 10�8, 5 3 10�7, 1 3 10�6, 5 3 10�6, 5 3 10�5, 5 3 10�4, 5 3 10�3, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1). We further

explored how per-variant filtering based on effective sample sizes (Neff) andMAF thresholdswould affect the prediction performance.

We used three thresholds to retain variants by theirNeff: >0%, >50%, and >80%ofNeff compared to the total ones and also threeMAF

filters: 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. In the UKBB, we also explored the impact of optimizing LD parameters on prediction performance by using

different combinations of LDwin (250, 500, 1000, and 2000Kb) and LD r2 thresholds (0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.05) with the

following flags: –clump-p1 1 –clump-p2 1 –clump-r2 LDwin –clump-kb r2 in Plink v1.9. For each population in the specific biobank,

we randomly split the individuals into two even parts. One part was used as a validation cohort to fine-tune the parameters and

the other part was used as the test cohort to evaluate the performance of PRS. To explore the impact of tuning cohorts on target

populations with diverse ancestries such as UKBB in this study, we also used 10,000 EUR samples, not included in the discovery

GWAS and independent from the test cohort, as the tuning cohort.

PRS-CS: PRS-CS28 is a Bayesian regression framework which enables continuous shrinkage priors on SNP effects to infer their

posterior mean effects.We ran PRS-CS using both the grid and automodels in theUKBB. In the gridmodel, we used a series of global

shrinkage parameters (phi = 1 3 10�6, 1 3 10�5, 1 3 10�4, 1 3 10�3, 0.01, 0.1, 1), with lower phi values suggesting less polygenic

genetic architecture and vice versa for more polygenic genetic architecture. For the auto model, PRS-CS will learn the phi parameter

from the discovery GWAS without requiring post-hoc tuning. We used both total GWAS sample size and effective sample size as

input for PRS-CS and found little difference, suggesting that PRS-CS is insensitive to the input of GWAS sample size. We hence

used the effective sample size for subsequent analyses in this study. We used the default settings for other parameters. We gener-

alized the auto model for all endpoints in both UKBB and BBJ. When comparing the twomodels, we selected the optimal phi param-

eter from the grid model based on the highest prediction accuracy in the target population.

LD reference panel
Both P + T and PRS-CS are summary-level based PRS prediction methods, utilizing GWAS summary statistics and an LD reference

panel. To explore the impact of LD reference panels on prediction performance, we used LD reference panels of different ancestral

compositions, varying sample sizes and SNP density. Specifically, we used four global ancestry groups, i.e., European (EUR), South-

Asian (SAS), East-Asian (EAS) and African (AFR), from 1000G Phase 3 (1KG)27 as LD reference panels for P + T. Further, we randomly

sampled a subset of individuals with sample sizes of 500, 5000, 10,000 and 50,000 fromUKBB-EUR to analyze how the sample sizes

of LD reference panel would affect prediction accuracy for P + T. Moreover, we ran P + T on both the HapMap3 SNP set and a denser

SNP set with genome-wide SNPs.We ran PRS-CSwith the LDmatrix provided by PRS-CS software,28 which are based on both 1KG

and UKBB populations from those four ancestry groups and Admixed American population (AMR). We performed those analyses

using leave-UKBB-out GWAS in GBMI and evaluated the prediction performance in diverse ancestry groups in the UKBB.

To further explore how well EUR-based LD reference approximated the LD of multi-ancestry GWAS in GBMI, we ran LD score

regression (LDSC) to estimate the attenuation ratio statistic.20 The values of attenuation ratio larger than 0.2 suggest a strong LD

mismatch between GWAS summary statistics and LD reference panel. We performed LDSC analyses on different GWAS, including

GBMI GWAS from meta-analyses on all ancestries (multi-ancestry GWAS), EUR only and leave-one-biobank-out. We found that the

ratio of LDSC using the EUR LD reference panel for GBMI multi-ancestry GWAS was not statistically larger than 0.2. Also, the values

were not statistically different from those achieved using GBMI EURGWAS. This is consistent with a previous study which has found

that EUR-based LD can reasonably approximate the LD in their multi-ancestry GWAS consisting of �75% EUR individuals.29

Evaluation of prediction performance
After constructing PRS, we evaluated the prediction performance in the independent target datasets.We used a logistic regression to

calculate the Nagelkerke’s R2 and variance on the liability-scale explained by PRS as described previously.58 Area under the receiver

operating characteristic curve (AUC) was also reported for full models with additional covariates and models including PRS only. We

used bootstrapwith 1000 replicates to estimate their corresponding 95%confidence intervals (CIs). Note that the proportion of cases

in each ancestry in the target dataset was approximated as the disease population prevalence. The same covariates (usually age,

sex and 20 genotypic principal components, PCs) used in the GWAS analyses were included in the full regression model as
e2 Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023
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phenotype� PRS + covariates. We also calculated the average R2 on the liability scale across biobanks (R2
liability ) in each ancestry by

weighting the effective sample size of each biobank for each endpoint. Further, we divided the target individuals into deciles based on

the ranking of PRS distribution. We compared the odds ratio (OR) of the top decile relative to those ranked as the bottom, the middle

and the remaining, when using the first decile as the referenced group. For endpoints presented in two or more biobanks, we calcu-

lated the averaged OR using the inverse variance weighted method and the coefficient of variation of OR (CoeffVarOR) as SD(OR)/

mean(OR).
Cell Genomics 3, 100241, January 11, 2023 e3
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